
AGILITY WORKFLOW
A Business Management System that drives process performance

Workflow designed to
  increase efficiency



The Agility System combines powerful 
elements to control Process, 
Documents, Risk & Compliance 
through an integrated Business 
Management System that drives 
process performance while 
maintaining compliance with 
standards and regulations. 

The introduction of Workflow 
functionality provides the ability to 
automate your processes and create 
supporting modules to manage QHSE, 
Inspection and HR sub-systems.

Workflow functionality that will 
streamline your processes, 
increase workforce efficiency, 
reduce costs & improve delivery 
of service to your customers. 



Automation offers smarter working by improving quality & reliability and 
reducing costs.

While a full ERP implementation can be expensive to deploy, the Agility 
Workflow enhances the processes that reside out-with ERP by leveraging 

There are numerous benefits to automating business processes:

 Optimise processes to remove duplication & poor work practises
 Automate repeatable work practices: save time & resources
 View real-time statistics on performance to aid decision-making

INTEGRATING BPM INTO
THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM  

PROCESS AUTOMATION - COMPLIMENTARY TO ERP 

Recognising the power of Business 
Process Management (BPM) 
technology and the visual 

simplicity of Agility’s p roces s
maps, the overlapping of
these techniques makes 
their incorporation within the 
Management System
extremely compelling.



The Workflow tool offers pre-designed modules that helps to manage a 
wide range of QHSE, Training, and HR activities more effectively as they 
remove the dependence of fragmented spreadsheets and document 
registers.

Replacing activities that require manual intervention with process 
automation will eliminate human errors, drive consistency of delivery 
and minimise resources to reduce costs.

Increased efficiency of operations, less resources needed
Consistent approach improves quality & reliability
Governance maintained by integrating risk controls & compliance
Lower costs through adoption of `best practise` 

Workflow Modules 

Benefits include:

Driving Process
Efficiency &
Compliance

With the content of the traditional 
Management System often being a mix 
of instructional documents, assorted 
flowcharts and inherited information, 
transforming to a process-based 
approach will provide the catalyst to 
remove many obsolete and poor work 
practises.



Audit / Non-conformance & Corrective / Preventive Action (CAPA)
Incident Management / Controlling Incident / Accident / Near Miss 
Reporting, Investigation & Action Tracking
Training & Competency Management
Supplier & Customer Management
Asset Management
Workplace RAMS (HAZOPS)

The low-code structure of the 
workflow tool allows for the 
low-cost configuration of each 
module to maximise efficiency 
and effectiveness.

A representative example of the Agility Workflow core modules are 
listed below:

Configured
Modules



Mobile Apps / Workflow

The comprehensive dashboard presents your data in a number of 
formats to assist in decision-making.  Receive instant information by way 
of email or text to inform you of organisation-wide incidents.

The mobile-friendly feature provides the ability to gather data during 
audits / incidents / accidents / asset management in remote locations 
using the mobile app.

Performance Dashboard

Reduce costs of information gathering using mobile technology
Report QHSE activities via an automated process guiding users through 
each stage
Improve action tracking and incident prevention
Deliver instant and automatic reporting via mobile apps (tablets & 
smartphones)

Access
Everywhere



The enterprise-wide feature guides users to access generic or corporate 
processes and workflows that drive a standardised approach to 
operational work practises across the organisation. Similarly, site-specific 
processes provide focused content based on the user's location.

With the proven Agility Workflow platform, digital transformation can be 
accelerated by seamlessly orchestrating the clients’ processes, data 
and mobile devices through a centralised Management System, 
accessed by all regardless of location.

The use of the Workflow application has created a Management 
System that improves process performance while maintaining 
compliance of all standards and regulations.

One Automated Tool - Many Advantages

Access site specific information quickly
Increase ownership of content
Individual home screens per location reflect site-specific operating 

Benefits include:

Enterprise-wide
Automated
Processes 

For a demonstration in person or by web, please contact:

Peter Shields, Head of Business Development
+44 1224 33 00 00 or +44 161 505 0534 | ps@businessport.net

www.BusinessPort.net



56 Oxford Street, Manchester, M1 6EU

46 Queens Road, Aberdeen, AB15 4YE

www.BusinessPort.net


